Dormitory Room Not Subject To Assignments Discrimination

Assignments Discrimination

In response to the氮 nitrate comments made by some students who were unhappy with the new housing policy, the President of Michigan State University, Dr. Ernest W. Weithmer, has announced a policy regarding dormitory assignments.

Dr. Weithmer stated that the new housing policy would be strictly enforced and that dormitory assignments would be made on a random basis. He also emphasized the importance of respecting the rights and needs of all students.

The new policy, which replaces the previous system of assigning students to dormitories based on their academic performances, aims to ensure equal opportunities for all students. It is believed that this new approach will help in creating a more inclusive and diverse living environment.

Dr. Weithmer further explained that the decision to adopt this new policy was based on the need to address concerns raised by students about discrimination in dormitory assignments. He emphasized that there should be no discrimination based on race, gender, or any other personal characteristics.

The new policy will come into effect immediately, and all students will be reassigned according to the new criteria. Students are encouraged to participate in the assignment process and to voice their concerns and suggestions.

In conclusion, Dr. Weithmer assured the students that the university is committed to creating a welcoming and inclusive environment for all. He urged students to cooperate with the administration in implementing the new policy and to have confidence in the fairness of the assignment process.
Social Victory
In Sports World

Killing HUAC Slow Process

For years now, Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.) has been fighting as singlehandedly as he could to abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee, arguing that its tactics are too frequently more consistent with the operations of a totalitarian state than a democracy.

Although he has many sympathizers among American citizens, his colleagues in the House have not gone along with his idea of abolishing the committee. Certainly not on mass.

Two years ago five Representatives voted against funds for HUAC's operation. Last Tuesday the number jumped to 60. Roosevelt has a long way to go but it may not be hopeless.

Education Corps Would Help Deprived -- For Academic Credit

This is the second and fourth of a series of five articles dealing with the problem of devising an economical way to help deprived children. The series portrays no single solution but rather offers suggestions on how the problem of education can be attacked.

By PAUL SCHNITT
State News Editorial Editor

"The Education Corps idea was born in a meeting of the Michigan State University Associated Students of September 2, 1960, with the purpose of gettinga national organization of students to help deprived children. The Michigan State University Associated Students have taken it on as an organizing project in a nationwide campaign."

The Education Corps idea is designed to create a corps of students who will devote a part of their time and energy to teaching in a deprived community. It is the hope of the organizers that this idea will catch on around the country, thus creating a nationwide network of education help for deprived children.

Fund Chen To Converts

"If the Education Corps could be made successful, it would be a great help to many children who are deprived of education."

From Chen to Converts

Natural scientists, engineers, and physical scientists could go into areas where deprived children are. They could work in small groups with the idea of teaching the children. This idea could be expanded to include the work of a group of students who would be supervised by an experienced educator.

L&M Leaf Excitement is Built In

It's the rich-flavor leaf that does it! Among L&M's choice tobaccos is a longer-aged, extra-cured leaf than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. The filter is the modern filter — all-white, inside and outside — so only the best for the blend will do. The filter removes more moisture so the blend can be set up. Students can be set up. Students who really want a flavor through the filter will want an L&M. It's the blend that gives you more taste through the filter.
Refrigerator Of Today
May Be Gone Tomorrow
A national conference on how best to use the refrigerator or your life will be held in Detroit next month.

Student Directors Have
Authority As Police

Musical Jig-Saw

Bunnies' At SOC

Petitions Due

N O W !

Italian FOOD

IS OUR SPECIALTY

At MSU that means PIZZA.

Why not stop by or call in
for a pizza? Or if you're
planning a pizza party...

"For Pizza Sake Call"

CASA NOVA #2

Pick-up

Delivery

WHAT PUT IT ON TOP?

Winston tastes good
like a cigarette should!
APARTMENT RENTED IMMEDIATELY


WANTED

UTQMCVE TV SERVICE. Special rate for college housing service calls. $4. Absolute honesty, ACME TV, 1610 Herbert. IV-9700. Specials on all makes and models. All work guaranteed. DISCOUNT'S TO ALL.

STUDENTS! CALL IN TIME: tax return. Not for hire either area. This is NOT employment. Call Johnnie Johns Used Cars, 2803 W Saginaw, IV-9-4360. FREE SERVICE for Larimar, Lakeview Heights, owner. F 8547. 46.

REAL ESTATE


FOR SALE

ROOMS: double across from campus. Unsupervised with complete house privileges. Call IV-5032 after 6 p.m.

FOR RENT

ROOMS: double across from campus. Unsupervised with complete house privileges. Call IV-5032 after 6 p.m.

PERSONAL

ACMe TV SERVICE. Special rate for college housing service calls. $4. Absolute honesty, ACME TV, 1610 Herbert. IV-9700. Specials on all makes and models. All work guaranteed. DISCOUNT'S TO ALL.

INCOME TAX assistance) by appointment. Short form $5 and up. Lulu Mar left, 3159 S. Cedar. 31-2573.

STUDENT TV SERVICE in time: tax service anytime. Walter Hahn 5 Co, 32A W, Ottawa, opposite Capitol. IV-47002. 45.

For Sale

LIVESTOCK FOR SALE: 50 - 100 lbs. Corral and full care. Call 970-8080.

AUTOMOTIVE

For Sale:


Williams Scores 35

Boilermakers Defeat Spartans 94-93

His 25th 'S' Fencing Crew Schmitter's Dream Come True

By Richard Schmaetz

Top Bowler Here

WE WANT TEXTBOOKS
WE WILL PAY MORE

Spartan Bookstore

SPARTAN Bookstore

To Fly
SABENA
call COLLEGE
TRAVEL OFFICE.

SPORT SHIRTS
were 4.98
NOW 2.98
and
3.98

80% of long-sleeved sport shirts at Todd's are now
$2.98

TODD'S

Does a man really take unfair advantage of women when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer?

A short walk is good for you. But when you really want to travel you can't beat Greyhound for going places at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs less than trains, planes or driving yourself. For economy, go GREYHOUND — and leave the driving to us...
Donahue Talks At Religion Confab

Pamela M. Donahue, recently president of Sigma Kappa, a religious organization, addressed students during the University's first Religion Confab. The event was sponsored by the Union Board Student Services Committee.

Placement Bureau

Donahue, who is an assistant professor of religious studies, discussed the importance of religious studies in today's academic climate. She emphasized the growing interest in religious studies among students and faculty alike.

We Still Have & A Wide Selection Left Out Of The
3402 SWEATSHIRTS

All Sizes, Styles, and Colors Still Available.

At A Low - Low Price Of

$2.22

Union Board Student Services Committee
Presents A Double Feature

Date: Tuesday March 5, 1963

Time: 7:00 P.M.

Place: Union Ballroom

POLITICAL TERROR UNEQUALLED ON THE SCREEN

"NEW GUINEA PATROL"

White man's first contact with the original tribes of New Guinea.

No admission charge - your donation will be appreciated to help us defray expenses.

Senior Announcements Are In
Pick Yours Up NOW!!

A limited quantity still available if you have not ordered yours yet.

UNION BOOKSTORE
Right on Campus in the Union Bldg. - Dept. of M.S.I.

Radio Corporation of America - electrical and mechanical engineering

Radio Corporation of America - electrical and mechanical engineering

Radio Corporation of America - electrical and mechanical engineering

Radio Corporation of America - electrical and mechanical engineering